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The Guides, to whom readers of my previous books need no introduction, are souls, like

ourselves, who have lived innumerable earth lives but are currently in the spirit plane, as you

and I will be when we eventually pass through the door called death. Actually, those in spirit are

simply functioning at a higher vibratory level, and the particular group that communicates with

me through automatic writing each morning has taken on that long-term project in the hope of

awakening us earthlings to the reality of a richer life beyond our five senses and three-

dimensional world.



Threshold To TomorrowOn October 2, 1981, Bjorn sent me this message from Power of Light:

“The leader of Egypt is in danger and will not survive this year. Because of this, the winds of

war will increase and mark the end of this particular era of mankind, before the New Age is

born. Anwar Sadat is the reincarnation of Horus, and he voluntarily took this mission where he

will have to sacrifice his life in trying to create understanding and peace among aggressive

nations. He will have to suffer for the greed and aggressiveness of neighboring nations, and he

is very aware of his dangerous mission. He was our last prophet for peace before the last

great, war occurs.”Four days after this message came through Bjorn, Anwar Sadat was

assassinated.ForwardIf you have not already met a walk-in, you soon will. They are

everywhere, and, according to the Guides are harbingers of a new order that will bring peace

on earth in the twenty first century.While writing Strangers Among Us, which introduced the

subject of walk-ins, I felt remarkably privileged to know three of those seemingly unique

individuals who had entered adult bodies in order to serve humanity.Nowadays I seem to be

stumbling into Walk-ins wherever I go. I have spoken with dozens of them, which is scarcely

surprising because the Guides say that tens of thousands of them are already in physical

being throughout the world. “They are New Age disciples,” they declare, “who are returning at

an accelerated pace to usher us into the Age of Aquarius when all will be as one, and the

biblical prophecy of the millennium will be fulfilled.”Walk-ins are idealistic but not perfected

souls, who, through spiritual growth in previous incarnations, have earned the right to take over

unwanted bodies, if their overriding goal is to help mankind. The original occupants vacate the

bodies because they no longer can maintain the physical spark of life or because they are so

dispirited that they earnestly wish to leave.The Guides, to whom readers of my previous books

need no introduction, are souls like ourselves, who have lived innumerable earth lives but are

currently in the spirit plane, as you and I will be when we eventually pass through the door

called death. Actually, those in spirit are simply functioning at a higher vibratory level, and the

particular group that communicates with me through automatic writing each morning has taken

on that long-term project in the hope of awakening us earthlings to the reality of a richer life

beyond our five senses and our three-dimensional world.In the three years since publication of

my last book, the public seems to have become ready to acknowledge the existence of the so-

called strangers among us. Wherever I lecture throughout the country, hands invariably are

raised when I ask if any of those in the audience believe that they know a Walk-in.Even the

often pragmatic medical profession is beginning to recognize the feasibility of a soul-transferal

to explain the remarkable alterations in character and personality that follow many near-death

experiences, and some outstanding psychiatrists are quoted on the subject in this book. As

one of them views it: In this era, when transplants of kidneys and hearts are becoming

commonplace, why should it be difficult to believe in body transplants as well?In Strangers

Among Us it was essential to disguise the identities of Walk-ins until people could become

accustomed to the concept and accept the fact that they are not mysterious aliens but high

minded individuals who willingly accepted the challenge to put damaged bodies back into

working order or to heal the psyche of emotionally disturbed people who wanted to abandon

the mess in which they found themselves. The Walk-ins replace the Walk-outs, not for the

questionable pleasure of assuming secondhand bodies, but to assist mankind in preparing for

the difficult times said to be facing all of us.We are in a race against time, and these

enlightened souls are therefore permitted to forego the time-consuming process of babyhood,

childhood, and schooldays in order to launch their projects for the benefit of humanity, and to



save us from ourselves. Only eighteen years remain before the long-predicted shift of the earth

on its axis, and in preparation the Walk-ins are beginning to make their identities known, so

they can find each other and work more effectively as a group to harness our collective

energies. By no means are all of them towering leaders. If you learn through this book to

recognize Walk-ins, you will encounter them driving taxis, clerking in stores, serving on city

councils, teaching classes, working in factories, and engaged in similar endeavors where they

can quietly influence others to help one another and prepare for the dark days ahead.The

Guides declare that many people who survive clinical death are actually Walk-ins, and

because they are coming directly from the highly energized spirit plane they are able to revive

and utilize bodies that would otherwise be wasted.They also attest that some who call

themselves born-again Christians are in fact different, rather than reformed, souls. But certainly

not all of them. To illustrate, they say that former president Jimmy Carter is not a Walk-in, but

that certain other born-again persons are. At my lectures I am invariably asked whether

Charles (Chuck) Colson is a Walk-in, because of his startling alteration of character following

the Watergate debacle. The Guides insist that he is, although the former “hatchet man” of the

Nixon White House, who has subsequently devoted his time to converting hardened criminals,

believes that he is simply “born again in Jesus Christ.”Because my husband and I were living in

Cuernavaca, Mexico, throughout the Nixon administration, I am hazy on the day-to-day details

of the Watergate scandals, and, except for President Nixon, I have no firsthand

acquaintanceship with the cast of characters, as I would have had if I was still been covering

Washington for my syndicated political column during that era. By the time we returned to

Washington, Watergate had become old hat, and I did not bother to follow the spate of books

that were being published about it.Intrigued by the Guides’ assertion that Charles W. Colson

was actually a different soul from the one who had served Nixon so unquestioningly, I asked if

they could pinpoint when such an alleged transferal occurred. “In the driveway,” they replied. “A

good example of a Walk-in replacing a departed soul who was sick at heart and unable to face

the disgrace and the future.”This seemed a strange response to a question asking for specifics.

What on earth could have happened in a driveway to evoke such a cryptic reply? Determined

to track down the clue, I visited the public library and checked out several books about

Watergate. After skimming through them without finding an allusion to a driveway, I learned that

Colson had written an autobiography some years ago, titled Born Again. Securing a copy, I

waded through the early part of the book, which sketches his youthful years, his duties as

advisor to the president, and the ugly details of the attempted Watergate cover-up. Then he

described his own shame and despair as the vise closed around him, and finally a visit to the

New England home of Tom Phillips, president of Ratheon Company, who told Colson that he

had undergone “the most marvelous experience” of his life when he committed himself to

Jesus Christ. Phillips suggested that they pray together, but when it was his turn to pray, Chuck

could not do so. He said goodbye, and went outside to his car, where the “iron grip” that he had

held on his emotions relaxed, and he began to sob. He set his car in motion, but as he drove

out of the driveway the tears were “flowing so uncontrollably” that he pulled to the side of the

road. Then he started to pray, repeating over and over again the words, “Take me. Take me.”

And he told God that he wanted to “give myself to You.”The Guides have stressed that except

in the case of a dying individual, a Walk-in will not enter a body unless the occupant asks to

leave. It would seem that the emotionally exhausted Charles Colson, by his repeated pleas for

God to take him, was doing just that. Certainly by his own account he became a changed

person from that moment. A member of the Ervin investigating committee described him at his

next session of testimony as “subdued and contrite,” rather than defiant, and Colson wrote of



himself, “Everything was different, much different from before, before Watergate, before any

time I could remember. Even the people in the lobby of my building seemed friendly, probably

because I really looked at them for the first time.”Colson manfully served his prison sentence,

becoming friends with many of the hardened inmates and has since devoted all of his time to

Prison Fellowship, an organization he founded to help the incarcerated find their way back to

God. The Guides say of Chuck’s transition: “He was desperate, afraid, and unwilling to face his

family and friends. He withdrew with relief as he subconsciously realized that another with

stronger morality and better grace would enter the body. He is here now in spirit, fascinated by

his observations of the one who became Chuck Colson as far as the world is concerned, and

pleased that he is doing so much to help others along the way. The one who entered and is

now called Chuck Colson was a highly developed soul who in a previous lifetime had worked

with indigents in England and made a real name for himself. He also had once served a prison

term, through little fault of his own, but only because former English laws dealt so harshly with

those who stole even a loaf of bread to feed their children and themselves. He will go far. The

world has not heard the last of this reincarnated Walk-in.”At some lectures I am also asked

about Harold Hughes, the former Democratic governor of Iowa and U.S. senator who abruptly

announced in 1973 that he would retire from the senate at the end of his term, although he

was almost assured of reelection. It was no secret to his constituents that Hughes, a former

infantryman in World War II, was a reformed alcoholic, and he had enjoyed enormous political

popularity before quitting office to devote himself to helping other alcoholics find new direction

for their lives.The Guides said that Hughes is indeed a Walk-in, and that the transferal occurred

“during an extremely bad bout” with the bottle. They added that he had “already determined

during sober moments that he was unable to handle his life problem, and while under the

influence of alcohol he subconsciously decided to withdraw and make his body available for a

fine and well-integrated soul to take over and begin the process of assistance to others in like

circumstances.”I had not known that Hughes and Colson, former antagonists from opposing

political parties, had subsequently become friends, until I read the Colson autobiography. By

that time both would have been Walk-ins, and Hughes had founded a halfway house in

Maryland for alcoholics who were striving to overcome their addiction. Chuck wrote that the

men met frequently at Fellowship House, a religious headquarters, for prayer sessions. Then

he recorded this thumbnail sketch of Harold Hughes, which seemed to confirm what the

Guides had written several months before I saw the book:After his wartime service, Hughes

became a truck driver and an alcoholic, brawling his way from one bar to the next, sometimes

gone from his young family for days on end, and often waking up from a drunken stupor to find

himself in a strange hotel hundreds of miles from home. He often thought of suicide. Alone late

one night in 1954 Hughes cried out to God for help. When the fog lifted the next day from his

whiskey-soaked brain, everything around him seemed new. He never took another drink.”

Colson went on to outline Hughes’s successful political career, which he then gave up because

he “felt that his political life was in conflict with his commitment to Christ.”Hughes’s attitude

toward politics seems to have undergone another change in 1982, when he filed to run for

governor of Iowa, but could not fulfill the residence requirement because he had too recently

returned from Maryland. The Guides predict that Hughes will again attain high office, and it is

perhaps significant to note that in Strangers among us they declared that a walk-in will be

elected president of the United States later in this century, and that voters will be fully aware of

his status.The Guides have previously mentioned such biblical Walk-ins as Moses, Lot, Joseph

with his coat of many colors, the Christ Spirit that descended into Jesus of Nazareth at the time

of His baptism, and such historical ones as Christopher Columbus, Abraham Lincoln, and



Mohandas K. Gandhi. They now say that a particularly brilliant galaxy of Walk-ins returned to

physical being before the American Revolution to help establish a new nation dedicated to the

principals of equality, fraternity, and freedom of worship. Among those named are Benjamin

Franklin, George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and

Abigail Adams, but not her husband and son, who respectively became the second and sixth

presidents of the United States.From time to time friends and readers of my books have asked

me if a certain individual is a Walk-in, and more often than not the Guides have replied in the

negative. When queried about President Ronald Reagan, they said that he is the original

occupant of his body, but they volunteered the information that in a previous incarnation he

was Patrick Henry, the Virginia patriot-orator whose “If this be treason” speech gave powerful

impetus to the movement resulting in the American Revolution. “That is why Reagan feels so

strongly about returning to the original principals of the Republic and abhors big government,”

they added. Apparently then, Patrick Henry’s beliefs as well as his personal charisma have

carried over to the new incarnation.Others whom the Guides identified as natural-born

individuals rather than Walk-ins are Israel’s Golda Meir, China’s Deng Xiaoping (Teng

Hsiasoping) General “Vinegar Joe” Stillwell, Charles Lindbergh, Admiral Hymen Rickover,

Carol Burnett, Mother Theresa, Winston Churchill and Franklin Roosevelt.But when I asked

about the founders of three wide-spread religions, the Guides replied in the affirmative, saying

that Mary Baker Eddy (Christian Science), Joseph Smith (Mormon), and Muhammad (Moslem)

were all Walk-ins who came directly from the spirit plane to establish their precepts.In dozens

of interviews with Walk-ins, I have noted certain traits that they have in common. All of them

believe in the Creative Force we call God, and speak of Him naturally, without embarrassment.

They are modest, unassuming, and helpful. They seem to love their fellow human beings, even

the most intransigent ones, and speak softly of “unconditional love.” Certainly Christ gave that

challenge to all of us when, in Matthew `5:44, he said, “But I say unto you, love your enemies,

bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully

use you, and persecute you.”In the pages that follow, we will see that Walk-ins have excellent

factual recall, because they inherit the memory patterns of the predecessor that are impressed

on the physical brain, but they encounter difficulty in remembering incidents having to do with

the emotions of the Walk-out. Perhaps this can be compared with a computer, which has a

stored memory that can be tapped by a person other than the one who fed the material into it

but cannot reproduce the original programmer’s emotional attitudes.Divorce has figured largely

in the lives of many who undergo soul transferals. Sometimes it is the breakup of a marriage

that prompts the Walk-out to withdraw. Other times it results from the inability of a spouse to

live with an entity different from the original occupant of the body. Occasionally a marriage is

strengthened by the transition, as the marital partner realized that he or she is reaping an

unexpected bonus in an improved mate.According to the Guides, Walk-ins have been among

us since mankind’s advent on this planet but, because of the approaching shift, the pace of

their return has been accelerated at a rate not encountered since the closing days of Atlantis,

the legendary continent that disappeared beneath the Atlantic Ocean some 12,000 years ago.

Their task then was to preserve lives, documents, and the nucleus of civilization, as it is today;

our modern Walk-ins are intent on teaching us the skills for survival, the philosophy of helpful

community living, an awareness of safe areas, and the overriding importance of peace.The

Guides say of their mission: “They are harbingers of the New Age, messengers arriving to

bring the word of how to free oneself from death and the passage into spirit. They wish to rid

people of any fear of the shift, since it will usher in the beautiful age of the millennium.”But they

stress that “Walk-ins are not necessarily superior, and certainly not perfected souls. They have



their foibles and idiosyncrasies, and should not be condemned because they are less than

perfect, for they too are still striving toward the perfection that leads to reunion with the Creator.

They are, however, filled with a sense of purpose and an urgency to get on with the task of

helping mankind and saving planet earth in these coming decades. They feel that time is short,

and their frustration with their inability, at times, to discover their mission is self-evident. They

want to be of assistance to their fellow man, but because of their high-mindedness feel loathe

to assert themselves and tender unsought advice. They need help from others, just as they

wish to give help, and should not be castigated if they occasionally backslide. Or get off to a

slow start.I asked my spirit pen pals what they foresee in the immediate future for Walk-ins,

and they replied: “They are concentrating on bringing together in harmony those who are

preparing for the changes to come, and are guiding many of them in their roles as teachers

and workers in the vineyard. Some are starting NewAge communities and assisting those

already begun, but most are gently guiding others in the path of fellowship and self-help. They

form a nucleus around which people are gathering, and these acolytes in turn will help others,

just as the ripples widen in a pond when a pebble is cast into it. Their influence is spreading,

and some will enter political life here and in other nations to influence corrective legislation and

preparations for the difficult times ahead. Many of them are already in public office and in

board rooms and teaching positions, and these numbers will increase as the time approaches

when all must pitch in to save themselves and others. Mankind is indeed at a crossroads.

Whether there will be war or peace is up to humanity, because all of us have free will, but we

must learn to exert it for the common good.”For this book I have tried to select those cases that

best typify the wide range of roles That Walk-ins are assuming and the various stages of their

advancement. Due to the limited space, I have not been able to include all of those who were

willing to be interviewed or to follow through on some of the cases reported to me by psychic

friends. Gary Wayne, a Houston radio host on station KTRH who is himself a sensitive and who

accurately predicted the assassination attempt on President Reagan and other electrifying

occurrences only days beforehand on his radio show, has discovered a number of Walk-ins

since the publication of Strangers Among Us. A woman psychic in New York who had never

heard of Walk-ins said that while giving a reading for a young man she startled herself by

declaring, “You are not the same soul who was born in this body.” She reported this reply: “I

know that, but you’re the first person who has picked up on it.”A few Walk-ins are not yet ready

to declare themselves publicly because of their present employment. One has a television

show on the West Coast, and before the transferal of egos hosted a popular game show on a

national TV network. Another man, who was sent home by his doctors twenty years ago to die,

experienced en route a blinding light that illumined all the space around him, and upon

returning to his family told his wife in some bewilderment, “I know I’m not the same soul that

was in this body.” He recovered and is now fully aware of his Walk-in status, but because he

was a Baptist minister in the Deep South he does not want to imperil his family’s livelihood by

speaking out at this time.Some of the Walk-ins, according to the Guides, have not yet found

their particular mission, while others are already casting long shadows ahead, as they quietly

seek to alert us to the roles that we too can fill in the coming decades. For those who are

already engaged in public work, their addresses are included after the last chapter, so that they

can be contacted directly. And now---the Walk-ins!Chapter 1Jason WintersIt is possible that

Jason Winters has been an instrument in effecting more remissions from the mysterious

malady called cancer than any other single individual living today. Yet he is neither a doctor nor

a scientist, and his formal schooling ended at the age of fourteen.I had not heard of him until

the spring of 1981, when, after reading Strangers Among Us, he wrote to me saying: “Four



years ago I had terminal cancer of the tongue and jawbone, and a large malignant tumor under

my ear. It was a hopeless case, although the doctors nevertheless insisted that they remove

the jawbone, tongue, and possibly the voice box. But first I had to have a biopsy to find the

extent of the cancer. The surgeons said it would take a half hour, but I was six and a half hours

on the operating table, just for the biopsy. The cancer was too extensive to operate right away,

so they decided to give me seventy-five radiation treatments on my face. I was never supposed

to be able to use my tongue again, because they had cut the nerve during the biopsy.”Jason

said that before the cancer he was an uneducated salesman and stuntman, always broke and

always traveling. “My knowledge was limited. I had a great wife and five children, and was

always worried about making ends meet. After the biopsy operation I was markedly changed. I

found that I had a great knowledge of herbs and the natural way to live. I combined the herbs

that I found around the world, and my cancer disappeared. I became fantastically healthy. Write-

ups about me in magazines brought others to me, and all were helped.“I began traveling the

world, lecturing and bringing hope to millions. One and a half million people now use my herb

formula`, and the amazing results are all documented. Did something happen to me on that

operating table? I quit school at the age of fourteen and never had further studies, yet I began

to write. Suddenly I could converse intelligently with doctors, surgeons, and nutritionists. How

can I explain my sudden interest in spiritual things, and the abrupt changes in my attitude and

personality? Everyone notices the many differences in me. My wife was the first to notice and

tell others about it, even before we read your book. Could you ask your friends (the Guides) if I

am a Walk-in?”Since publication of Strangers Among Us in the fall of 1979, I have received

many letters from readers who implore me to ask the Guides if they are Walk-ins, but in most

cases I am told they are not. When I asked about this particular letter writer, the Guides

emphatically replied: “Jason Winters is indeed a Walk-in. He will go far in assisting others. That

is why he came back.”Thus began my correspondence with this remarkable man, whose verbal

tea and enzymes are sold in twenty-one countries to a million and a half people, nearly all by

word of mouth. Even the medical profession is apparently taking notice. Jason says that his

herbal formula is now being recommended by five or six hundred doctors in the United States,

and an equal number in England, and numerous others in Canada, and that Dr. Ian Pierce of

England gives it to all of his cancer patients.According to Jason, the tea, which consists of

herbs grown on three different continents, simply purifies the blood so that the pancreas can

produce enough enzymes to devour the poisons in the system, and he says there are 30,000

documented cases in America alone of those who have experienced remission of cancer by

drinking several cups a day.There is no question that Jason Winters himself, in 1976, was a

dying man. A team of doctors and surgeons pronounced him a terminal case, with infiltrating

squamous cell carcinoma of his tongue, jawbone, and throat. The six and a half hour

exploratory operation to take a biopsy disclosed that the malignant tumor was wrapped around

his carotid artery and attached to the wall of his jugular vein. The team gave him three months

to live if he agreed to massive surgery, or only days if he refused.What they did not realize was

that the badly frightened patient who had entered the operating room was now replaced by

another ego who had just begun to fight.Jason Winters was born in England on September

18,1930, to a working-class family, and was seventeen years old before he rode in an

automobile or ate in a restaurant. That was the year he and his parents moved to Canada to be

near his two older sisters, who had married Canadian soldiers during World War II. Then

began an adventuresome life during which Jason crossed the Canadian Rockies by balloon,

traversed the MacKenzie River by canoe to the Arctic Ocean, hunted polar bears in Alaska and

kangaroos in Australia. He spear-fished with Maoris, crashed Jaguar cars through brick walls to



test safety belts for the New Zealand government, crossed the Sahara Desert by camel, and

went to Hollywood where he played the role of Geronimo in Apache Agent and performed as a

stunt man in Audie Murphy films.In Hollywood he met Jeanette, a stunning model who had

emigrated from England in 1946, and after marrying they continued their restless wandering,

with their five children being born in three different countries. “I was always poor,” Winters says

in retrospect, “but I was having a ball. Everything was fun, until I developed emphysema from

smoking too much, a year before the biopsy, and became depressed and run down.”While

taking a steam bath at the YMCA one morning, he noticed a swelling on the side of his neck,

and an ache deep inside his throat. He bought some lozenges and tried to forget it, but he

couldn’t help noticing that the lump was growing, and within a few weeks even his friends were

calling it to his attention. Finally he went to his family doctor and was sent by him to a surgeon,

who arranged for dozens of x-rays, scans, examinations at the Nuclear Medicine Center, and

pills.Then came the biopsy operation, during which a different soul reportedly replaced that of

the discouraged man on the operating table. The Guides say of that transition: “In a previous

lifetime the new Jason Winters had been a renowned healer in Australia, and before that an

herbalist in England, where he taught and lectured on the use of natural foods and nature

healings. He was also an astronomer in a lifetime in Italy and has had a distinguished career in

other fields of endeavor. He wanted to make use of his healing knowledge at this particular

time, because the medical profession has become so devoted to chemicals manufactured by

man, and in some areas so commercialized that he feared the undoing of healing advances of

the past. He entered the body of Jason Winters during the long drawn-out biopsy operation,

when it became apparent to those on this side (the spirit plane) that the one then occupying

the body would be unable to keep it alive for more than a few weeks. The new personality

entered in order to rehabilitate the body and use its mechanism to help others overcome the

same sort of physical ills from which the original Jason was suffering, and he has done so. He

awakened interested in anciently known herbs for healing, and brought them together into one

channel that has enormous restorative powers, and with this fresh awareness he was able to

infuse others with his own enthusiasm and ability to live at peace with nature and the natural

elements.”Before telling Jason about this message, I asked him to describe the alteration of

personality that seemed to have occurred during that exploratory operation. Without hesitation,

he replied: “I entered the hospital a nervous and frightened man. After six and a half hours I

awoke to the news of terminal cancer with calmness, able to cope. Every morning since then I

have awakened with the same dream memory. A man’s voice is echoing in my mind. There is a

green hill with one large tree at the top, and a man in a white robe is standing under the tree,

lecturing to dozens of us who are sitting on the grass. The scene is beautiful, with colors far

more lovely than here on earth.”The Guides say that because Walk-ins bring in fresh

awareness, they subconsciously maintain contact with the spirit plane. It would appear that

Jason continues to receive instructions during the sleep state, from former associates on the

spirit plane, and although his conscious mind does not recall the substance of the spirit

lectures, the inner knowledge remains, to be used in the waking state.The remarkable recovery

of Jason Winters is described in a little booklet he wrote called Killing Cancer. In it he recounts

how his doctor, left him to his misery, and his wife, Jan, sadly went home to break the news to

their five children. But when the doctor made his hospital rounds the next morning, he found

Jason and another patient engaged in “a hilarious pillow fight from our wheelchairs.”“The

doctor was furious,” Jason recalls. “Don’t you know you have terminal cancer? Don’t you realize

you should be in bed?” Because I was sure that all doctors were gods, I obeyed him quickly.

But it was not long before I was out of bed again---this time to trudge around the hospital. I



walked around the whole place five times for exercise, and when I returned it was the head

nurse’s turn to be furious. She said the doctor had been complaining to her about me, and

once again assured me that I had terminal cancer. It seemed to me that everyone was worried

in case I forgot to die. The doctor even went so far as to lecture my wife on my behavior."Jason

says that after numerous tests the medical team decided that he should have five weeks of

cobalt radiation on his neck and head. Then, if the swelling went down sufficiently, he could

have radical neck surgery. “That meant the removal of my tongue, jawbone, neck muscles, and

the inside of my throat,” he says.“To begin with I would receive three cobalt treatments each

day for five weeks. The cobalt treatment took away my taste, made it impossible for me to

make saliva, burned the right side of my face, and made my hair on that side fall out. I went

from 263 pounds down to 170. My knees were shaky, and I could not stay awake longer than

fours at a time.”Through some inner prompting, Jason began eating spoonsful of honey after

each cobalt treatment and smearing his burned face with vitamin E. Many of his fellow patients

under cobalt treatment were dying, but he was improving to such an extent that the doctor

remarked on how well he was withstanding the radical treatments.“I told them what I was

doing,” he said with a grin, “and they said that was fine, but not to mention it to the other

patients. That remark puzzled me no end. I did tell the others about it, and they all started the

same treatment, with good results. I began to realize that doctors are not gods, after all. They

kept telling me to get my affairs in order and prepare to die, but I decided that perhaps I didn’t

have to die after all.“The next day the surgeon called me into his office. He had decided to

operate on me as soon as possible. Radical neck surgery. Removal of tongue, jawbone, and

neck muscles. When I asked him if I would live any longer from having surgery, he said

probably not. I looked him straight in the eye and said, ‘No surgery.’ Then I stood up and walked

out of his office. My heart was singing. I was going to keep my tongue and if necessary die in

one piece.“Many times the doctor called my wife to tell her to get me to the hospital. Everyone

was trying to get me there, even though everyone knew that I would die anyway. I couldn’t

understand it. I wondered who these people thought they were, asking me to have this terrible

operation.”Determined to survive intact, Jason Winters then went the laetrile route, and for a

time with good results. The tumor rapidly diminished, but after a time came back to its original

size. Jason says of this disappointment: “It was as though I had been given life only to have it

snatched away again. This time I really did prepare to die. I purchased all kinds of religious

books, and while my family went to work to keep groceries on the table, I read them all. In my

misery I was struck by how many times herbs are mentioned in the Bible. Herbs as medicines

show up in so many different religions that it seemed to be too much of a coincidence.

Hippocrates, the father of medicine, stated that herbs shall be for medicine. So did Buddha and

Krishna. Then I found that the American Indians believed in herbs and used them as medicine;

also the gypsies of Europe, and the Hunzas, and the aborigines.”From his readings he decided

that the most powerful ancient herb for tumors was a root that grows only in Asia, but his long-

distance calls failed to locate any of the herb in the American marketplace. Then he learned

that it was available in Singapore, and with one of his children supporting him under each arm

he made the grueling flight. Shortly after arrival in Singapore his wife located an old woman in

a rural area who cultivated the herb recommended by the Buddha for tumors, and for two

weeks he drank the mixture steeped in hot water. At the end of that period, although the tumor

had not noticeably enlarged, it also had not reduced in size. They purchased some more of the

herb to take with them and flew next to Tucson, Arizona, where Jason located the herb known

as chaparral, from the creosote bush, which Mexican Indians drink for health, and he tried

brewing that, but with no better results.Then, with his money all but gone, he used his credit



cards to fly to England where he was introduced to red clover (Trifolium pretense,) the gypsy

health drink, and spent the next few days brewing clove blossoms tea, then the Asian herb tea,

and then the chaparral. By the fourth day he was so desperately ill that his wife insisted on their

returning to America while he still had enough strength to travel. After returning home Jason

went back to brewing his three kinds of herbal tea, and laboriously washing out the teapot after

making each variety, but experiencing no improvement.“I was busy making tea and drinking all

day long, and getting weaker all the time,” he recalls. “One morning I was at my lowest ebb. I

thought, to heck with it, I’ll mix all of the herbs together and save time. I’ll never forget that it

was five minutes to ten on a Wednesday morning. I made the tea combination and a miracle

happened. I could feel it with that first swallow. It seemed to ring a distant bell, and awaken a

long-ago memory. It screamed at me that this was what I needed. Strength seemed to pour into

my body. That day I made a gallon of the tea and drank it all.”When his family returned to the

house they could see the difference in him, and knew that something remarkable had

happened. Jason was jubilant. He knew now that he was going to live. He continued mixing the

teas together, and within three weeks the unsightly tumor had vanished from his neck. In nine

weeks he returned to work, feeling healthier than he had since his youth. His friends were

amazed, and as word spread throughout the community, people with cancer began thronging

his doorway. He had given some of the tea mixture to his parish priest, and when the padre’s

hemorrhoids, from which he had suffered for twenty years, disappeared within two weeks of tea

drinking, he told Jason that he must make the tea available on a wider scale, even though he

could expect persecution and ridicule from the pharmaceutical and medical professions, or be

guilty of the sin of omission.“After much thought I decided to tell my story,” Jason says. “A small

newspaper first took up the story, which resulted in over three hundred telephone calls and a

thousand letters, plus a bigger lineup outside the door from 8:00 a.m. until past midnight. My

boss fired me because I was supposed to sell refrigerators, but cancer patients filled the store

and we could not move. Everyone wanted the tea. Separately the herbs would not work for me.

Together they were a miracle. I started importing the ingredients and mixing them in four-ounce

bags, which I would give to anyone who wanted some. In exchange they would make a

donation so that I could afford to buy more herbs.”
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Crystal M. Griffin, “Ruth Montgomery books. This author brought me an entire new way of

thinking about the spirit world & the afterlife.”

Tracy Garner, “They are nice reading if you are in to automatic. Read these books about 30

years ago. Bought them again for a new age friend. They are nice reading if you are in to

automatic writing”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/aaoao/Threshold-To-Tomorrow-Ruth-Montgomery


Irene M. Colby, “Threshold to Tomorrow. I would highly recommend this book to people with an

open mind. Ruth Montgomery is great in her forcasting the new world with her physic power.”

Janet, “Another great book by Ruth Montgomery.. Once you read a book by Ruth Montgomery

you will want to read them all.  She can answer questions about life and death like no other!”

Dennis Cromwell, “Wonderful book. A "must have" for any metaphtpysical library. Wonderful

book.  A "must have" for any metaphtpysical library.”

efficient shopper, “Five Stars. Ruth Montgomery is amazing and timeless. All of her books are

mind blowing and fascinating.”

RedRoxScots, “Great Book. Great Book...  I am happy...”

Dalia Cerneviciute, “Very good book. Ruth Montgomery is excellent author. Her books are very

positive,I recommend her books to everyone. It is a pleasure to read her books.”

Bella, “Wow. What an inspiring boo with record of real life stories. I was so mesmerized after

reading this wonderful book. Recommended”

LazyShopper, “I wondered if I'm a Walk-in myself. Left me amazed at her pshycic ability. I read

this book in straight 4 days. It broadened my thinking. So much to think about in just one book.”

Dominique Merlin, “Valuable information. One of those books that worth your time reading it”

The book by Ruth Montgomery has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 35 people have provided feedback.
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